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        GIF
  medium of attention
  easy to use
  hard to pronounce



        HATERS
  they hate
  they fail
  GIF keep giving



        ANTIFRAGILE
  2008 btc born
  1988 gif born
  2028 ?  
 



        UNCENSORED
  easy copy
  fast distribute
  fair use
 



        NETWORK EFFECT
  all browser support
  billion giphy’s daily
  200m+ GIF online
 



        GIF x10
  GIF +data
  GIF +application
  GIF CONTAINERS, USE
 



        CONTAIN
  audio/visual conversations
  distributed ledger
  money
 



        AUDIO
  speech/text sync
  AI feedback loop
  game of GIF
 



        VISUAL
  pix vids charts etc
  think fast
  pictures
 



     REMIX
links
lists
people



        QUESTIONS
  answers
  conversations
  proposals



        DECISIONS
  alignments
  incentives
  actions



        DECISIONS
  alignments
  incentives
  actions



        ACTIONS
  quorum sensing
  votes
  crowd power



        MARKET PROTOCOLS
  risk
  reward
  manage





        ATTENTION
  scarce resource
  web 2.0 hack
  take it back



        ATTENTION
  scarce resource
  web 2.0 hack
  take it back



        BIG PICTURE
  paradigm shift
  life 2.0
  programmable



        MONEY
  define money
  root of all good?
  make more trustless?



        WANT
  easy to spend money
  hard to steal money
  good for trade money



        NOT WANT
  bs about money
  worry about money
  man in the middles attacks

             



        PROBLEM?
  internet protocol
  monopoly lock-in
  huge attack surface





        REAL PROBLEM
  IP in your money
  IP in your underwear
  IP inside your body



        BIG PROBLEM
  superintelligence
  the singularity
  only on internet protocol



        HUGE PROBLEM
  superintelligence
  the singularity
  only on internet protocol



        ROOT PROBLEM
  elephant in room
  black swan
  paradigm shift
 



        FIX IT
  $100 escrow
  1000 players 
  a/b test own router
 



        ROUTER SOLUTION
  own
  programmable
  a/b test 
 



        ALT NETWORK LAYER
             > skycoin
             > eluv.io
             > toda.network
             > rina
             > bloxroute
             > nkn
             > namedata
             > word



        WORD PROTOCOL
  ai     -> hash/timestamp
  human  -> consensus naming
  define -> @people #words 
 





        WORD
  human language start
  mother of all inventions
  OG OS of brain
 



        MEMORY
  2020 terabytes (years)
  2030 petabytes (millennia)
  more memory than time
 



        OWN WORDS
  own your memory
  own your router
  own your agreements
 



        DAO
  VISA did it in 1970
  cooperative ownership
  tiny.cc/deehock
 



        ECOSYSTEM
  self-owning GIF
  a/b router power
  picopay to play
 



        MARKET
  4K 2018 heretics
  4M 2020 adopters
  4B 2024 majority
 



        MARKET
  4K 2018 heretics
  4M 2020 adopters
  4B 2024 majority
 



        50M FASTER
  TV 13 years
  IP 4 years
  APPS in days
 



        ASK
  you want safer internet?
  you want safer money?
  who owns your router?
 



        ASK
  Colorado follows Zug?
  Or blazes new trails?
  It’s up to you.
 



        CONNECT
  duke@th.ai
  @dukecrawford
  th.ai/0618
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